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(57) ABSTRACT 
A motion of an object is controlled from a geostationary 
transit orbit (GTO) of an earth to an orbit of a moon. A first 
trajectory of the motion of the object is determined from an 
intermediate orbit of an earth to a neighborhood of a stable 
manifold of a first Lagrange point (L1). A second trajectory of 
the motion of the object is determined from the GTO to the 
intermediate orbit. A third trajectory of the motion of the 
object is determined from the neighborhood to the stable 
manifold to an L1 orbit, and a fourth trajectory of the motion 
of the object is determined from the L1 orbit to the orbit of the 
moon. A trajectory from the GTO to the orbit of the moon is 
determined based on a combination of the first, the second, 
the third, and the fourth trajectories. 
11 Claims, 16 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 
SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR 
CONTROLLING MOTION OF SPACECRAFTS 
RELATED APPLICATION 
This Application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 
entitled, “System and Method for Controlling Motion of 
Spacecrafts' Application No. 61/590,626, filed on Jan. 25, 
2012. The provisional application is incorporated herein by 
reference. 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates generally to controlling motion of 
spacecrafts, and more particularly to controlling a motion of 
a spacecraft from an orbit of the earth to an orbit of a moon. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Since the first lunar missions in the 1960s, the moon has 
been the object of interest of both scientific research and 
potential commercial development. During the 1980s, several 
lunar missions were launched by national space agencies. 
Interest in the moon is increasing with the advent of the 
multi-national space station making it possible to stage lunar 
missions from low earth orbit. However, continued interest in 
the moon and the feasibility of a lunar base depends, in part, 
on the ability to schedule frequent and economical lunar 
missions. 
A typical lunar mission comprises the following steps. 
Initially, a spacecraft is launched from earth or low earth orbit 
with sufficient impulse per unit mass, or change invelocity, to 
place the spacecraft into an earth-to-moon orbit. Generally, 
this orbit is a substantially elliptic earth-relative orbit having 
an apogee selected to nearly match the radius of the moon’s 
earth-relative orbit. 
As the spacecraft approaches the moon, a change in Veloc 
ity is provided to transfer the spacecraft from the earth-to 
moon orbit to a moon-relative orbit. An additional change in 
velocity may then be provided to transfer-the spacecraft from 
the moon-relative orbit to the moon’s surface if a moon land 
ing is planned. When a return trip to the earth is desired, 
another change in velocity is provided which is sufficient to 
insert the spacecraft into a moon-to-earth orbit, for example, 
an orbit similar to the earth-to-moon orbit. Finally, as the 
spacecraft approaches the earth, a change in Velocity is 
required to transfer the spacecraft from the moon-to-earth 
orbit to a low earth orbit or an earth return trajectory. 
FIG. 1 is an illustration of an orbital system in accordance 
with a conventional lunar mission in a non-rotating coordi 
nate system wherein the X-axis 10 and Y-axis 12 are in the 
plane defined by the moon’s earth-relative orbit 36, and the 
Z-axis 18 is normal to the plane. In a typical lunar mission, the 
spacecraft is launched from earth 16 or low earth orbit 20, not 
necessarily circular, and provided with sufficient velocity to 
place the spacecraft into an earth-to-moon orbit 22. 
Near the moon 14, a change in Velocity is provided to 
reduce the spacecraft's moon-relative energy and transfer the 
spacecraft into a moon-relative orbit 24 which is not neces 
sarily circular. An additional change in Velocity is then pro 
vided to transfer the spacecraft from the moon-relative orbit 
24 to the moon 14 by way of the moon landing trajectory 25. 
When an earth-return is desired, a change in velocity suffi 
cient to place the spacecraft into a moon-to-earth orbit 26 is 
provided either directly at the moon’s surface or through 
multiple impulses as in the descent to the moon’s Surface. 
Finally, near the earth 16, a change in velocity is provided to 
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2 
reduce the spacecraft's earth-relative energy and return the 
spacecraft to low earth orbit 20 or to earth 16 via the earth 
return trajectory 27. 
It is desired to design a trajectory that minimizes fuel 
consumption, and which can deliver the spacecraft to a speci 
fied orbit around the moon, within a specified amount of 
time-of-flight. Usually, this problem is solved by a Hohmann 
transfer and patched conics approach, which patches together 
solutions from the earth-object and moon-object two-body 
problems. This approach leads to trajectories that can be 
completed in a small number of days, but with a Suboptimal 
fuel consumption. 
Recently, advances have been made to obtain greater 
understanding of the three-body problem that considers grav 
ity of the moon, and finding trajectories which can use less 
fuel than the Hohmann-transfer based trajectories. However, 
the three-body problem is chaotic and highly sensitive to 
initial conditions. While above a minimum energy level, there 
are many trajectories the spacecraft can use. However, most 
of the trajectories take too long to be useful. 
A typical trajectory in the three-body system is a spiraling 
trajectory. This feature is characteristic of chaotic systems. 
Hence the problem of finding the trajectories to the moon 
orbit is a non-trivial task. 
The conventional methods for determining trajectories as a 
three-body control problem have some important drawbacks. 
For example, methods based on weak-stability boundary 
(WSB) or methods based on bi-circular model transport the 
object very far away from earth (around 1.2 million Kms), 
which is undesirable due to limited capability of some 
ground-stations to monitor the object beyond the orbit of the 
OO. 
Another method have computed trajectories from a very 
large earth orbit, and hence used manifold transfers directly. 
Also, those methods concentrate on finding specific trajecto 
ries, and are not sufficient to design end-to-end control pro 
cedure. 
Another method directly transfers the object onto stable 
manifolds, but lacks the flexibility to satisfy various orbit 
constraints. 
Accordingly, there is a need for a method that can system 
atically design low energy end-to-end trajectories from an 
orbit around the earth to an orbit around the moon. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is an object of embodiments of an invention to provide a 
system and a method for controlling a motion of an object 
from a geostationary transit orbit (GTO) of an earth to an orbit 
of a moon. For example, it is an objective of one embodiment 
to provide an end-to-end low fuel design of a trajectory, and 
set of controls to move the object from GTO to a specified 
orbit around the moon, within a specified amount of time-of 
flight. 
It is further objective of some embodiments to provide a 
discrete control profile, such that the control can be actuated 
at a finite number of points during the trajectory by a thruster 
on board the object. It is further objective of some embodi 
ments to provide such control method that the object does not 
travel further than the orbit of the moon at any time during the 
transfer by more than a few thousand kilometers. This con 
straint is advantageous for some application due to limited 
capability to monitor the object beyond the orbit of the moon. 
Some embodiments of the invention are based on a real 
ization that determining the trajectory for the object is a 
three-body problem, involving the earth, the moon and the 
object. It is further realized, that the motion of the object is 
US 8,655,589 B2 
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qualitatively different in different regions of the space, 
because of different impact on the object by the earth and the 
moon. It is further realized that it is advantageous to use a 
stable manifolds of motion existing between the earth and the 
moon to optimize the fuel consumption. 
Furthermore, it is specifically realized that the problem of 
determining the trajectories can be optimized by partitioning 
the trajectory into four phases of control. In each phase the 
object is Subject to a specific combination of the forces, and 
thus, the determination of the trajectory can be handled effi 
ciently by this partitioning. 
In various embodiments of the invention, the four phases 
are determined for the motion of the object corresponding to 
a first segment from the GTO to an intermediate orbit of 
Earth, a second segment from the intermediate orbit to a 
neighborhood of a stable manifold of a first Lagrange point 
(L1), a third segment from the neighborhood of the L1 point 
to an L1 orbit, and a fourth segment from the L1 orbit to the 
orbit of the moon. The final control trajectory includes a 
combination of trajectories determined for these four phases. 
For example, some embodiments determine a first trajec 
tory of the object from an intermediate orbit around the earth 
to a neighborhood of the stable manifold of the first Lagrange 
point (L1). In one embodiment, this determination is accom 
plished by first computing several segments of Zero-fuel tra 
jectories that can be used to form the complete trajectory. 
These segments can be determined using a function that 
approximates the effect of moon on the object when the object 
is within a substantial influence of the gravity of the earth. 
Then, a sequence of initial estimates for the first trajectory is 
formed by combining the various apses of these Zero-fuel 
trajectories, according to various topologies that satisfy time 
constraints. It is realized that the time of flight during this 
phase of the mission is determined mostly by the topology of 
the trajectory. 
In some embodiments, a multiple-shooting problem is then 
formed by forcing continuity constraints along with the esti 
mates and including possible control inputs at the apses. This 
multiple-shooting problem is solved by a nonlinear program 
ming software which minimizes the total control input. It is 
also realized that this optimization problem is highly sensitive 
to initial estimates that are used during the optimization pro 
cedure, and hence it is imperative to have a systematic pro 
cedure of obtaining the initial guess. 
Next, some embodiments determine a second trajectory of 
the object from GTO to the intermediate orbit of an earth, e.g., 
to an initial condition of the first trajectory. Because the moon 
is far away from this section of the trajectory, the Hohmann 
transfer provides a good guess for Sucha trajectory. The initial 
estimate may be determined by using the apses from the 
Hohmann transfer trajectory are used along with continuity 
constraints and a multiple shooting problems may be formed, 
and solved to minimize the required control input. 
Some embodiments determine a third trajectory of the 
object from the neighborhood of the stable manifold of L1 to 
the L1 periodic orbit. The set of initial estimates for the third 
trajectory can be obtained by integrating several trajectories 
forward in time from the neighborhood of a stable manifold, 
and recording the apses. These initial conditions typically 
lead to trajectories that go either through the L1 periodic orbit 
to the moon, or return to earth. 
In some embodiments, a Gauss-pseudospectral collocation 
problem is formulated by representing the trajectory segment 
between two consecutive apses by polynomials, which allows 
for a discontinuity at the apses due to control actuation. The 
final condition may be selected to be an arbitrary location in 
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the desired L1 periodic orbit. This collocation problem can 
also be solved using nonlinear programming that minimizes 
the control input. 
Some embodiments determine a fourth trajectory of the 
object from L1 periodic orbit to the specified orbit around the 
moon. A random initial condition on the L1 periodic orbit 
may be selected as the initial estimate and the unstable mani 
fold originating from that initial condition may serve as the 
initial estimate of the complete trajectory. A Gauss-pseu 
dospectral collocation problem may be formulated by parti 
tioning the trajectory into two phases. The first phase involves 
travel along the unstable manifold, and the second phase 
involves travel off the manifold to a location on the specified 
orbit around the moon. Depending upon the size of the speci 
fied moon orbit, the second phase may be not required. 
If the two phases are required, the phases can be deter 
mined by optimizing a cost function that is a sum of two 
control inputs, one at beginning and the other at the end of the 
second phase. The first control input moves the object away 
from the unstable manifold and the second control input puts 
the object into the orbit around the moon. This optimization 
problem may also be solved via nonlinear programming. 
Accordingly, one embodiment of the invention discloses a 
method for controlling a motion of an object from a geosta 
tionary transit orbit (GTO) of an earth to an orbit of a moon. 
The method includes determining a first trajectory of the 
motion of the object from an intermediate orbit of an earth to 
a neighborhood of a stable manifold of a first Lagrange point 
(L1); determining a second trajectory of the motion of the 
object from the GTO to the intermediate orbit; determining a 
third trajectory of the motion of the object from the neighbor 
hood to the stable manifold to an L1 orbit; determining a 
fourth trajectory of the motion of the object from the L1 orbit 
to the orbit of the moon; and determining a trajectory from the 
GTO to the orbit of the moon based on a combination of the 
first trajectory, the second trajectory, the third trajectory, and 
the fourth trajectory. 
Another embodiment discloses a method for controlling a 
motion of an object from a geostationary transit orbit (GTO) 
of an earth to an orbit of a moon. The method includes 
determining a first trajectory of the motion of the object from 
an intermediate orbit of an earth to a neighborhood of a stable 
manifold of a first Lagrange point (L1) as a function of a time 
of flight; determining a second trajectory of the motion of the 
object from the GTO to the intermediate orbit based on a set 
of initial conditions of the first trajectory; determining a third 
trajectory of the motion of the object from the neighborhood 
to the stable manifold based on a set of final conditions of the 
first trajectory; determining a fourth trajectory of the motion 
of the object from an L1 orbit to the orbit of the moon based 
on a size of the L1 orbit; and determining a trajectory from the 
GTO to the orbit of the moon as a combination of the first 
trajectory, the second trajectory, the third trajectory, and the 
fourth trajectory. The steps of the method can be performed 
by a processor. 
Yet another embodiment discloses a system for controlling 
a motion of an object from a geostationary transit orbit (GTO) 
of an earth to an orbit of a moon, comprising a processor for 
determining a trajectory from the GTO to the orbit of the 
moon based on a combination of a first trajectory, a second 
trajectory, a third trajectory, and a fourth trajectory, wherein 
the first trajectory moves the object from an intermediate orbit 
of an earth to a neighborhood of a stable manifold of a first 
Lagrange point (L1), wherein the second trajectory moves the 
object from the GTO to the intermediate orbit; wherein the 
third trajectory moves the object from the neighborhood to 
US 8,655,589 B2 
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the stable manifold to an L1 orbit; and wherein the fourth 
trajectory moves the object from the L1 orbit to the orbit of the 
OO. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic of an orbital system in accordance 
with a conventional lunar mission in a non-rotating coordi 
nate system; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic of GTO orbit used by some embodi 
ments of an invention as a starting orbit; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic of moon orbit used by some embodi 
ments of the invention as a final orbit; 
FIG. 4 is a diagram of a method for controlling a motion of 
an object from a GTO of the earth to an orbit of a moon 
according to some embodiments of the invention; 
FIG. 5 is a table of partitioning of trajectory determina 
tions, and corresponding principles of optimization; 
FIG. 6 is a graph of a zero-fuel trajectory; 
FIG. 7 is a graph of the first trajectory according to some 
embodiments of the invention; 
FIG. 8 is a diagram of a method for determining the first 
trajectory according to some embodiments; 
FIG.9 is a diagram of a method for determining the second 
trajectory according to some embodiments; 
FIG. 10 is a diagram of a method for determining the third 
trajectory according to some embodiments; 
FIG.11 is a diagram of a method for determining the fourth 
trajectory according to some embodiments; 
FIG. 12 is an example of insertion of the object into a 
moon-orbit; 
FIG.13 is a graph of insertion of the object into a Lyapunov 
orbit; 
FIG. 14 is a graph of a section at the apoapse of the stable 
manifold of L1 Lyapunov orbit; and 
FIGS. 15 and 16 are examples graphs of complete trajec 
tory of the object. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 
Various embodiments of an invention determine a trajec 
tory for a motion of an object from a Geostationary Transfer 
Orbit (GTO) of the earth to an orbit around the moon, within 
a specified time. Some embodiments use planar circular 
restricted three-body problem (PCR3BP) model, involving 
the motion of the earth, the moon and the object for an initial 
trajectory. The PCR3BP model is a mathematical model used 
to determine the motion of the object (Such as a space probe) 
in an earth-moon system. The system is four-dimensional 
system, and a state of the system is uniquely determined by 
four variables, usually the X and Y coordinates, and the Xand 
Yvelocities. 
In various embodiments the effect of sun in the initial 
trajectory is neglected. However, some embodiments, after 
determining the initial trajectory, refines the trajectory using 
a more accurate model, which includes the effects of Sun and 
other relevant planets. 
FIG. 2 shows a schematic of the GTO orbit 210 used by 
Some embodiments of the invention as a starting orbit. The 
radius of the earth 220 is 6,388 km. The perigree velocity 230 
is 10.2 km/s, and the apogee velocity 240 is 1.6 km/s. The 
perigree height 235 is 250 km; and the apogee height 245 is 
35,863 km. 
Similarly, FIG. 3 shows a schematic of moon orbit 310 
used by embodiments of the invention as a final orbit. The 
radius of moon320 is 1,738 km. The perilune velocity 330 is 
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1.8 km/s, and the apolune velocity 340 is 1.3 km/s. The 
perilune height 335 is 100 km, and the apolune height 345 is 
800 km. 
In various embodiments, the profile of the trajectory is 
discrete, i.e., the control is actuated at a finite number of 
locations during the trajectory by a thruster on board the 
object. Some embodiments use an additional constraint that 
the object is not transported farther than the orbit of the moon 
by more than a few thousand kilometers. This constraint is 
due to limited capability of some ground-stations to monitor 
the object beyond the orbit of the moon. 
FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of a method 400 for control 
ling the motion of an object from a GTO of the earth to an 
orbit of the moon according to Some embodiments of the 
invention. The method 400 determines a trajectory 460 from 
the GTO to the orbit of the moon. As used herein, “trajectory 
refers to a sequence of coordinates in four-dimensions, which 
can be obtained by optimization during the mission planning. 
The information needed to obtain this sequence includes at 
least one of an initial condition; discrete control inputs; and 
times at which those inputs are applied. The trajectory can be 
obtained by integrating the equations of motion using the 
PCR3BP. 
The method 400 determines 410 a first trajectory 415 of the 
motion of the object from an intermediate orbit of an earth to 
a neighborhood of a stable manifold of a first Lagrange point 
(L1). For example, the first trajectory can be determined as a 
function of a time. Next, a second trajectory 225 of the motion 
of the object from a GTO to the intermediate orbit is deter 
mined 220. For example, the second trajectory can be deter 
mined based on a set of initial conditions of the first trajectory. 
A third trajectory 435 of the motion of the object from the 
neighborhood to the stable manifold is determined 430 based 
on, e.g., a set of final conditions of the first trajectory 415. A 
fourth trajectory 445 of the motion of the object from an L1 
orbit to the orbit of the moon is determined 440 based on, e.g., 
a size of the L1 orbit. The trajectory 460 from the GTO to the 
orbit of the moon is determined as a combination 450 of the 
first trajectory, second trajectory, third trajectory, and fourth 
trajectory. The method 400 can be implemented using a pro 
cessor 401. 
Various embodiments of the invention are based on a real 
ization that the problem of determining trajectories can be 
optimized by partitioning the trajectory into four phases of 
control. In each phase, the object is subject to a combination 
of forces, and thus, the determining of trajectory can be 
handled efficiently by this partitioning. Such partitioning can 
take an advantage of specific force acting on the object, as 
well as Zero fuel trajectories on a path from the earth to the 
moon. “Zero fuel trajectory” refers to a sequence of coordi 
nates in the four-dimensions, which complete describes the 
trajectory of the object in the PCR3BP for a finite time. This 
trajectory does not use any control input, and is only deter 
mined by integrating the system of equations with an initial 
condition forward or backward for the specified time. 
FIG. 5 shows a table of the partitioning 510 of trajectories, 
and corresponding principles 520 of optimization 530 of the 
determining the trajectory for each segment according to one 
embodiment of the invention, as described in more details 
below. 
First Trajectory 
The first step according to this embodiment determines a 
first trajectory of the object from an intermediate orbit around 
the earth to a neighborhood of the stable manifold of the first 
Lagrange point (L1). 
This step can be accomplished by first determining several 
segments of Zero-fuel trajectories to form the complete tra 
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jectory. These segments can be determined using a kick func 
tion F that approximates the effect of the gravity of the moon 
on the object when the object is within the sphere of influence 
of the earth. 
In one embodiment, the function F is 
r (On--1 (i. -2t(-2K1) (mod2t) (Eq. 1) 
K + pt f(con, Kn) 
wherein 
(), Angle of apoapse at ith iterate 
K-Keplerian energy at ith iterate 
u-Mass parameter of PCR3BP 
The function F gives the approximate evolution of the 
angle of apopase, and the semi-major axis of the object dur 
ing one revolution around the earth. The function F can be 
predetermined by integrating the perturbations of the moon’s 
gravity over an unperturbed Keplerian orbit. 
FIG. 6 shows an example of zero-fuel trajectory, in the a-w 
(i.e., semi-major axis Vs angle of apoapse) plane, along with 
the various resonances. A typical influence by the gravity of 
the moon is experiences after 630, which leads to increase in 
the semi-major axis. Travel between two consecutive apoapse 
is shown by segments such as 610. Various stable manifolds 
of L1 Lyapunov orbit is shown as 622,624, 626, 628. 
A sequence of the initial estimates for the first trajectory is 
formed by combining the various apses of the Zero-fuel tra jectories, according to various topologies that satisfy time 
constraints. It is realized that the time during this phase is 
determined mostly by the topology of the trajectory. 
Forcing continuity constraints and the estimates and 
including possible control inputs at the apses then form a 
multiple-shooting problem. 
At each apse, the following vector is solved, (xy V, V, ov, 
öv, t) subject to the continuity constraint: 
d(Xo +10 0 ovo ovyo ') - X1 O (2) 
ch, (X, + 0 0 out ouy I') - X, | 0 
O d), (X, +100 ov, ovy, l')-X, 
The function (pt represents the time-t mapping with given 
initial condition. The various X, represent the vectors at dif 
ferent locations. 
This multiple-shooting problem is solved by nonlinear pro 
gramming, which minimizes the total control input. This 
optimization problem is sensitive to the initial estimates that 
are used during the optimization, and it is advantageous to use 
systematic procedure for obtaining the initial estimate. 
FIG. 7 shows an example of the first trajectory determined 
for the Zero-fuel trajectory, up to the first intersection with a 
stable manifold of (a periodic orbit around) L1. A typical 
optimized influence from the moon is experienced after a 
location 710, which leads to an increase in the semi-major 
axis. The trajectory between two consecutive apoapse is 
shown by segments, such as 720. The segment of the trajec 
tory near the first cut of stable manifold of the L1 Lyapunov 
orbit with apoapse plane is shown as 730. 
FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of a method for determining 
the first trajectory according to Some embodiments. The 
method includes determining 810 a set of Zero-fuel trajecto 
ries 815 from a set of orbits of the earth to the neighborhood 
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of L1 stable manifold. The trajectories 815 can be deter 
mined, e.g., using an approximate mapping of a perturbation 
of the motion by a gravity of the moon. A Zero-fuel trajectory 
825 optimizing the time of the flight 805 is selected 820, and 
the first trajectory 870 is determined based on modifying 830 
the Zero-fuel trajectory 825 to satisfy a constraint on the time 
of flight, while optimizing the consumption of the fuel. 
For example, one embodiment modifies the Zero-fuel tra 
jectory recursively 880. The embodiment determines 840 a 
topology of the first trajectory based on a topology of the 
Zero-fuel trajectory and the function of the time, and selects 
the periapse and the apoapse locations at the Zero-fuel trajec 
tory according to that topology. Next, a cost function of 
controls applied to the object in the periapse and apoapse 
locations is determined 850, and the first trajectory is updated 
860 by optimizing the cost function subject to continuity 
constraints of Equation (2). 
Second Trajectory 
In one embodiment, the second trajectory of the object 
from GTO to the intermediate orbit is determined based on a 
set of initial conditions of the first trajectory. Because the 
moon is far away from this section of the trajectory, the 
Hohmann transfer provides a good estimate for Such a trajec 
tory. The initial estimate determined by using the apses from 
the Hohmann transfer trajectory are used along with continu 
ity constraints and a multiple shooting problems is formed, 
and solved as before to minimize the control input required. 
FIG.9 shows a block diagram of a method for determining 
the first trajectory according to some embodiments. The 
method initializes 910 the second trajectory 930 using Hohm 
ann transfer solution having GTO 920 as an initial condition 
and the set of initial conditions 915 of the first trajectory as a 
final condition. 
Next, the method determines 940 a cost function of con 
trols applied to the object in the periapse and the apoapse 
points of the second trajectory and updates 950 the second 
trajectory by optimizing the cost function Subject to continu 
ity constraints 960. 
Third Trajectory 
Then, the third trajectory of the object is determined for a 
segment from the neighborhood of the stable manifold of L1 
to the L1 periodic orbit. The set of initial estimates for this 
phase can be obtained by integrating several trajectories for 
ward in time from the neighborhood of stable manifold, and 
recording the apses. These initial conditions typically lead to 
trajectories that go either through the L1 periodic orbit to the 
moon, or return to earth. 
Some embodiments determine the third trajectory using a 
pseudo-spectral collocation method. For example, a Gauss 
pseudospectral collocation problem can be formulated by 
representing the trajectory segment between two consecutive 
apses by polynomials, which allows for discontinuity at the 
apses due to control actuation. Both state and control of the 
object can be approximated using global polynomials. 
In one embodiment, the state is approximated using a basis 
of Lagrange interpolating polynomials, i.e. 
wherein 
x(t)=Actual state at t=t. 
X(t)=Interpolated state at t=t. 
US 8,655,589 B2 
X(t)=Interpolation coefficient 
L(t. Langrange polynomial 
Similarly, the control can also be approximated using 
Lagrange polynomials. 
Then, the collocation is performed at the Legendre-Gauss 5 
points, i.e., the roots of the N degree Legendre polynomial. 
The cost functional is approximated via a Gauss-quadrature 
at the Legendre-Gauss points. 
In one embodiment, the final condition is selected as a 
point on the L1 periodic orbit. This collocation problem can 
be solved using a nonlinear programming, minimizing the 
control input. 
FIG. 10 shows a block diagram of a method for determin 
ing the first trajectory according to some embodiments. The 
method initializes 1010 the third trajectory 1030 based on the 
set of final conditions 1015 of the first trajectory and a loca 
tion at L1 orbit 1020. Next, the third trajectory is partitioned 
1040 into a set of phases based on apses of the third trajectory, 
Such that a phase connects two consecutive apses. Next, the 20 
method determines 1050 a cost function of controls applied to 
the object at the end of each phase, and updates 1060 the third 
trajectory by optimizing the cost function. 
Some embodiment optimizes the cost function using a 
pseudo-spectral collocation method. The Karush-Kuhn- 25 
Tucker (KKT) conditions derived are identical to the dis 
cretized form of first-order optimality conditions at the Leg 
endre-Gauss points. Typically, this leads to faster 
convergence as compared to other collocation schemes. 
FIG. 13 shows an insertion 1310 of the object into L1 orbit 30 
1320 according to some embodiments. 
Fourth Trajectory 
The fourth trajectory of the object is determined for a 
segment from L1 periodic orbit to the specified orbit around 
the moon. A random initial condition on the L1 periodic orbit 35 
can be selected as the initial estimate and the unstable mani 
fold originating from that initial condition can serve as initial 
estimate of the complete trajectory. Some embodiments 
determine the fourth trajectory using a pseudo-spectral col 
location method. For example, the Gauss-pseudo-spectral 40 
collocation problem can be formulated by partitioning the 
trajectory into two phases. 
The first phase of the fourth trajectory controls trajectory of 
the object along the unstable manifold, and the second phase 
controls trajectory from the manifold to a location on the 45 
specified orbit around the moon. Depending upon the size of 
the orbit of the moon, the second phase may be optional. But 
generally, two phases are required, and are determined by 
optimizing a cost function that is the Sum of two control 
inputs, one at beginning and the other at the end of the second 50 
phase. The first control input moves the object away from the 
unstable manifold and the second control inputputs the object 
into the orbit around the moon. The optimization process 
selects the correct departure location of the object, and the 
correct unstable trajectory. The departure location for optimal 55 
trajectory is a function of the size/energy of the L1 orbit. 
FIG. 11 shows a block diagram of a method for determin 
ing the first trajectory according to some embodiments. The 
method initializes 1110 the fourth trajectory 1130 based on 
the size of the L1 orbit 1120 using an unstable manifold 1115 60 
of the L1 orbit, and partitions 1140 the fourth trajectory into 
a set of phases. 
Next, the method determines 1150 a cost function of con 
trols applied to the object at the end of each phase, and 
updates the fourth trajectory by optimizing the cost function 65 
using a pseudo-spectral collocation method. This optimiza 
tion problem can also be solved via nonlinear programming. 
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FIG. 12 shows an example of 1220 insertion of the object 
into a 1230 moon-orbit, starting from a 1210 L1 orbit. FIG. 14 
shows a section 1401 at the apoapse of 1410 the stable mani 
fold of L1 Lyapunov orbit. 
FIGS. 15 and 16 show examples of complete trajectory of 
the object in an inertial frame of reference, and in earth-moon 
rotating frame of reference, respectively. 
The above-described embodiments of the present inven 
tion can be implemented in any of numerous ways. For 
example, the embodiments may be implemented using hard 
ware, software or a combination thereof. When implemented 
in software, the software code can be executed on any suitable 
processor or collection of processors, whether provided in a 
single computer or distributed among multiple computers. 
Such processors may be implemented as integrated circuits, 
with one or more processors in an integrated circuit compo 
nent. Though, a processor may be implemented using cir 
cuitry in any Suitable format. 
Further, it should be appreciated that a computer may be 
embodied in any of a number of forms, such as a rack 
mounted computer, a desktop computer, a laptop computer, 
minicomputer, or a tablet computer. Such computers may be 
interconnected by one or more networks in any Suitable form, 
including as a local area network or a wide area network, Such 
as an enterprise network or the Internet. Such networks may 
be based on any Suitable technology and may operate accord 
ing to any suitable protocol and may include wireless net 
works, wired networks or fiber optic networks. 
Also, the various methods or processes outlined herein 
may be coded as Software that is executable on one or more 
processors that employ any one of a variety of operating 
systems or platforms. Additionally, such software may be 
written using any of a number of Suitable programming lan 
guages and/or programming or scripting tools, and also may 
be compiled as executable machine language code or inter 
mediate code that is executed on a framework or virtual 
machine. 
In this respect, the invention may be embodied as a non 
transitory computer-readable medium or multiple computer 
readable media, e.g., a computer memory, compact discs 
(CD), optical discs, digital video disks (DVD), magnetic 
tapes, and flash memories. The terms “program” or “soft 
ware are used herein in a generic sense to refer to any type of 
computer code or set of computer-executable instructions that 
can be employed to program a computer or other processor to 
implement various aspects of the present invention as dis 
cussed above. 
Computer-executable instructions may be in many forms, 
Such as program modules, executed by one or more comput 
ers or other devices. Generally, program modules include 
routines, programs, objects, components, data structures that 
perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data 
types. Typically the functionality of the program modules 
may be combined or distributed as desired in various embodi 
mentS. 
Also, the embodiments of the invention may be embodied 
as a method, of which an example has been provided. The acts 
performed as part of the method may be ordered in any 
Suitable way. Accordingly, embodiments may be constructed 
in which acts are performed in an order different than illus 
trated, which may include performing some acts simulta 
neously, even though shown as sequential acts in illustrative 
embodiments. 
Although the invention has been described by way of 
examples of preferred embodiments, it is to be understood 
that various other adaptations and modifications can be made 
within the spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, it is the 
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object of the appended claims to coverall such variations and 
modifications as come within the true spirit and scope of the 
invention. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for controlling a motion of an object from a 
geostationary transit orbit (GTO) of an earth to an orbit of a 
moon, comprising: 
determining a first trajectory of the motion of the object 
from an intermediate orbit of an earth to a neighborhood 
of a stable manifold of a first Lagrange point (L1); 
determining a second trajectory of the motion of the object 
from the GTO to the intermediate orbit; 
determining a third trajectory of the motion of the object 
from the neighborhood of the stable manifold to an L1 
orbit; 
determining a fourth trajectory of the motion of the object 
from the L1 orbit to the orbit of the moon; and 
determining a trajectory from the GTO to the orbit of the 
moon based on a combination of the first trajectory, the 
second trajectory, the third trajectory, and the fourth 
trajectory, wherein steps of the method are performed by 
a processor, wherein the determining the first trajectory 
further comprises: 
determining a set of zero-fuel trajectories from a set of 
orbits of the earth to the neighborhood using an approxi 
mate mapping of a perturbation of the motion by a grav 
ity of the moon; 
Selecting a Zero-fuel trajectory optimizing the time of the 
trip; and 
modifying the Zero-fuel trajectory to determine the first 
trajectory such that the first trajectory satisfies a con 
Straint on the time of flight while optimizing the con 
Sumption of the fuel. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein each trajectory includes 
a set of initial conditions, a set of final conditions, and a set of 
controls. 
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining a topology of the first trajectory based on a 
topology of the Zero-fuel trajectory and the function of 
the time of flight; 
Selecting periapse and apoapse points at the zero-fuel tra jectory according to the topology of the first trajectory; 
determining a cost function of controls applied to the 
object in the periapse and the apoapse points; and 
updating the first trajectory by optimizing the cost function 
Subject to continuity constraints. 
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
initializing the second trajectory using a Hohmann transfer 
solution having the GTO as an initial condition and the 
set of initial conditions of the first trajectory as a final 
condition; 
determining a cost function of controls applied to the 
object in the periapse and apoapse points of the second 
trajectory; and 
updating the second trajectory by optimizing the cost func 
tion subject to continuity constraints. 
5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining the first trajectory and the second trajectory 
using a multiple shooting method. 
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6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining the third trajectory and the fourth trajectory 
using a pseudo-spectral collocation method. 
7. The method of claim 1, wherein the neighborhood of the 
stable manifold includes locations internal to the stable mani 
fold. 
8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
initializing the third trajectory based on the set of final 
conditions of the first trajectory and a point at L1 orbit; 
partitioning the third trajectory into a set of phases based on 
apses of the third trajectory, such that a phase connects 
two consecutive apses; 
determining a cost function of controls applied to the 
object at the end of each phase; and 
updating the third trajectory by optimizing the cost func 
tion using a pseudo-spectral collocation method. 
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
initializing the fourth trajectory based on the size of the L1 
orbit using an unstable manifold of the L1 orbit: 
partitioning the fourth trajectory into a set of phases; 
determining a cost function of controls applied to the 
object at the end of each phase; and 
updating the fourth trajectory by optimizing the cost func 
tion using a pseudo-spectral collocation method. 
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the set of phases 
includes two phases. 
11. A method for controlling a motion of an object from a 
geostationary transit orbit (GTO) of an earth to an orbit of a 
moon, comprising: 
determining a first trajectory of the motion of the object 
from an intermediate orbit of an earth to a neighborhood 
of a stable manifold of a first Lagrange point (L1) as a 
function of a time of flight; 
determining a second trajectory of the motion of the object 
from the GTO to the intermediate orbit based on a set of 
initial conditions of the first trajectory; 
determining a third trajectory of the motion of the object 
from the neighborhood of the stable manifold to an L1 
orbit based on a set of final conditions of the first trajec 
tory; 
determining a fourth trajectory of the motion of the object 
from an L1 orbit to the orbit of the moon based on a size 
of the L1 orbit; and 
determining a trajectory from the GTO to the orbit of the 
moon as a combination of the first trajectory, the second 
trajectory, the third trajectory, and the fourth trajectory, 
wherein steps of the method are performed by a proces 
sor; wherein the determining the first trajectory further 
comprises: 
determining a set of Zero-fuel trajectories from a set of 
orbits of the earth to the neighborhood using an approxi 
mate mapping of a perturbation of the motion by a grav 
ity of the moon; 
Selecting a Zero-fuel trajectory optimizing the time of the 
trip; and 
modifying the zero-fuel trajectory to determine the first 
trajectory such that the first trajectory satisfies a con 
straint on the time of flight while optimizing the con 
sumption of the fuel. 
